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1 Introdution

Our F180 team, the FU-Fighters, partiipated for the seond time at the RoboCup

Competition. Our main design goal for RoboCup'2000 was to build a heteroge-

neous team of robots with di�erent shapes and harateristis, and to use new

kiking devies. Di�erent sets of robots an be seleted to adapt to the strategies

of other teams. Our team �nished seond, as the runner-up to Big Red.

2 Team Development

Team Leader: Ra�ul Rojas (ollege professor)

Team Members:

Sven Behnke (sienti� sta�): general design

Lars Knipping (sienti� sta�): behavior ontrol

Bernhard Fr�otshl (sienti� sta�): web site, mehanis

Ahim Liers (sienti� sta�, did not attend ompetition): eletronis

Wolf Lindstrot (student): behavior ontrol

Mark Simon (student): omputer vision, user interfae

Kirill Koulehov (student): behavior ontrol, ommuniation

Lars Wolter (student): behavior ontrol, user interfae

Oliver Tenhio (student): mehanis, eletronis

3 Mehanial and Eletrial Design

We built three types of �eld players and goal keepers as shown in Figure 1.

All robots have sturdy aluminum frames that protet the sensitive inner parts.

They have a di�erential drive with two ative wheels in the middle and are

supported by two passive ontat points. Two Faulhaber DC-motors allow for a

maximum speed of about 1.5-2.5 m/s. The motors have an integrated 19:1 gear

and an impulse generator with 16 tiks per revolution. One distintive feature

of some of our robots is a kiking devie that onsists of a rotating plate that

an aumulate the kineti energy produed by a small motor and release it to

the ball on ontat. Our smaller robots use a kiking devie that is based on

solenoids that an be ativated faster than the rotating plate.
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Fig. 1. Di�erent generations of robots.

For loal ontrol we use C-Control units from Conrad eletronis. They in-

lude a miroontroller Motorola HC05 running at 8 MHz with 8 KB EEPROM

for program storage, two pulse-length modulated outputs for motor ontrol, a

RS-232 serial interfae, a free running ounter with timer, analog inputs, and

digital I/O. The units are attahed to a ustom board ontaining a stabilized

power supply, a dual-H-bridge motor driver L298, and a radio transeiver SE200

working in the 433MHz band that an be tuned to 15 hannels in 100kHz steps.

The robots reeive ommands via a wireless serial link with a speed of 19,200

baud. The host sends 8-byte pakets that inlude address, ontrol bits, motor

speeds, and heksum. The miroontroller deodes the pakets, heks their in-

tegrity, and sets the target values for the ontrol of the motor speeds. No attempt

is made to orret transmission errors, sine the pakets are sent redundantly.

Our robots are powered by 8 Ni-MH rehargeable mignon batteries. To be

independent from the harging state of the batteries, we implemented loally a

losed loop ontrol of the motor speeds.

4 Traking Colored Objets in the Video Input

The only physial sensor for our behavior ontrol software is a S-VHS amera

that looks at the �eld from above and outputs a video stream in NTSC format.

Using a PCI-framegrabber we feed the images into a PC. We apture RGB-

images of size 640�480 at a rate of 30 fps and interpret them to extrat the

relevant information about the world. Sine the ball and the robots are olor-

oded, we designed our vision software to �nd and trak multiple olored objets.

These objets are the orange ball and the robots marked with two olored dots

in addition to the yellow or blue team ball.

To trak the objets we predit their positions in the next frame and then

inspet the video image �rst at a small window entered around the predited
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position. We use an adaptive saturation threshold and intensity thresholds to

separate the objets from the bakground. The window size is inreased and

larger portions of the image are investigated only if an objet is not found.

The deision whether or not the objet is present is made on the basis of a

quality measure that takes into aount the hue and size distanes to the model

and geometrial plausibility. When we �nd the desired objets, we adapt our

model of the world using the estimates for position olor, and size. We also

added an identi�ation module to the vision system that reognizes the robots

by looking at a blak and white binary ode.

5 Hierarhial Generation of Reative Behavior

The Dual Dynamis ontrol arhiteture, proposed by J�ager [3℄, desribes rea-

tive behaviors in a hierarhy of ontrol proesses. Eah layer of the system is

partitioned into two modules: the ativation dynamis that determines whether

or not a behavior tries to inuene atuators, and the target dynamis, that

determines strength and diretion of that inuene. The di�erent levels of the

hierarhy orrespond to di�erent time sales. The higher level behaviors on�g-

ure the lower level ontrol loops via ativation fators that determine the mode

in whih the primitive behaviors are. These an produe qualitatively di�erent

reations if the agent enounters the same stimulus again, but has hanged its

mode due to stimuli that it saw in the meantime.

A more detailed desription of our ontrol arhiteture, that is based on

these ideas, is given in [1℄. The robots are ontrolled in losed loops that use

di�erent time sales. We extend the Dual Dynamis sheme by introduing a

third dynamis, the pereptual dynamis. Here, either slow hanging physial

sensors are plugged in at higher levels, or readings of fast hanging sensors, like

the ball position, are aggregated to slower and longer lasting perepts. Sine we

use temporal subsampling, we an a�ord to implement an inreasing number of

sensors, behaviors and atuators in the higher layers.
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Fig. 2. Reative ontrol arhiteture.
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Behaviors are onstruted bottom up: First, proesses that reat quikly to

fast stimuli are designed. Their ritial parameters, e.g. a target position, are

determined. When the fast behaviors work reliably, the next level an be added.

This level an now inuene the environment either diretly by moving slow

atuators or indiretly by hanging ritial parameters in the lower level.

In the lowest level of the �eld player only two behaviors are implemented.

These are a parameterized taxis behavior and an obstale avoidane behavior.

On the next level various behaviors use them. They approah the ball, dribble

with the ball, kik the ball, free the ball from orners, home, and so on. Here, we

also implemented a ball predition that allows for antiipative ations. On the

third level, we dynamially adjust the home positions of the players, suh that

they blok opponent players or position themselves freely to reeive passes.

Eah of our robots is ontrolled autonomously from the lower levels of the

hierarhy using a loal view to the world. For instane, we present the angle and

the distane to the ball and the nearest obstale to eah agent. In the upper

layers of the ontrol system the fous hanges. Now we regard the team as the

individual. It has a slow hanging global view to the playground and oordinates

the robots as its extremities to reah strategi goals.

In the �rst team level, we deide whih robot should take the initiative and

go for the ball. The remaining players are assigned to supporting roles. Passing

and strategy hanges would be implemented in higher team layers.

6 Future work

Our goal is to make the robots more autonomous. Therefore, we want to add a

loal omni-diretional amera to the robots. Initially we want to transmit the

images to an external omputer, where they an be analyzed. Later, the vision

algorithms should be ported to an on-board omputer. We also plan to add other

loal sensors that an measure the robot's movement. One further step towards

autonomy will be to implement the behavior ontrol loally.

The other researh diretion, we are interested in, is learning. We plan to use

reinforement learning to adapt the parameters of the system. We also hope to

improve team play to allow for an inreased number of players on a larger �eld.
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